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We try to use 'the radioactive isotope- Cl Ĉ  - ft" x 3.10 y)
as a time reference for the propagation of cosmic rays. New
measurements of the production cross section of 3"C1 in
Ti and I'e at 2/i GcV will be presented.A critical analysis
of the cross sections leads to an cstisoate of the ratio
36C1/C1 «0.0:O+p.007 in the arriving cosmic rays . " *

°, . The. comparison between the expected abundance of CI
in the arriving cosnir rays and the observations tend to
support the decay of • Cl." " * •
The inferred cor.inic ray cpnfincucnt tirae is about 10"y.

.-.y , Introdtict ion. An estimate of the age of Galactic Cosuic Rays (G.C.R.)
is a clue for the understanding; of thc-ir transport and confinement in the
Galaxy. The radionuclides, produced when Cosraic Rays propagate in the Galaxy
can be used as cosmic ray clocks. Several cosmic ray clocks have been proposed
(see for example Silbcrberg, 1974)» but no cloarcut conclusion has been drawn
frow the present data (Raisbeck and Yiou). In this paper the (2>"" radionuclide.
Cl3('Cfc36- 3xlOs years in the laboratory) in G.C.R. is studied and a lower
limit to the age of G.C.R. is inferred from recent experimental data.

2, "Cl.36 in galactic Cosmic Rays. " Given a propagation model and fragmentation
cross sections on hydrogen, the abundances of Cociaic Hays at Earth can be. calcu-
lated. We adopted the leaky-box model of Gloeklcr and Jokipii (1969) which veil
accounts for the observed chemical composition of high energy G.C.R. (Webber et
al 1972). From the Li P.e. J» abundances the escape length in hydrogen is estimated
to AC2? 5.5 +_ 1. g/cr.r2(£rOtu Juliusson et al 1975), at an energy of a fev?
d'cV/n. The fragmentation cross sections arc calculated from the formulas of
Silberberg and Tsao (1973) and their accuracy is discussed in the next section.

The cross sections-for production of Cl isotopes in 11 are given in Table I
for different targets. The contribution of the more abundant nuclei in the produc-
tion of Cl are displayed in Table II. In particular, it is seen that Fc contributes
for about half of the. Cl yield. Together vith recent experimental data in the
GeV region the Cl/Fc ratio calculated at 3 GcV/n is given in Table III. for both
cases Cljb decay and Cl36 survival. The source value of Ca and A was set to 0.10
and O.O/i respectively rcl.-ilivo to Fc. Improved atmospheric corrections (Meyer,
Cassé, Westergaard 1975) were applied to the balloon data of«Webber and Juliusson
which lowered the values previously quoted by the authors. These results are in
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Contribution o£ tlifferont parent nuclei in the production of Cl isotopes in
G.C.ll. (in percent).

Assuming nn upper limit of Ar/Fc « 0.023 at the CRS source.

Julliot (1975)

0.025 i 0.01

llebbcr (1972)

).042 i 0.01

JuliusKon (1974)

O.O/iO i 0.005

C136 survival
•

0.096

Cl3^' decay

0.064

TAK1.K Til

Exporlncntnl (at a few GcV/n) and calculated Cl/Fc ratios

close aprpciaent with those previously reported by Tsao 'ot al(l973). It is seen
that C1JG amounts to -̂ . 33 % of all Cl.
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Proton induced cross sections for production of Cl, S and A isotopes in V, Fc,
Cu, Co and N i . "
K c f c r c n c f o for the cxpcriucnlrtl data arc civcn. in Appendix

3.' ttiscusjsion. The uncertainty on the escape length A
abundance's has no drastic effect on the Cl/l'c ratio (a

as derived from
(about 10 Z) and

cannot reconcile the experimental data with the calculated Cl/Fc ratio \%*ith
Cl**k survival. The Cl yield is also insensitive to the source value of Ca and
Ar- (within realistic limits) due to the small contribution of these, nuclides
in the production of Cl.

The major uncertainty then arise from the fragmentation cross sections.
According to Silbcrberg and Tsao, the cross sections calculated from their
empirical formulas would show no systematic ovo.r or underestimate and deviate
from the exact (or "experimental") value by ̂  40 7* on average for the. energy and
target mass range of interest here. Ve have examined in more details and with
recently measured cross sections the production of masses 35-40. In fig. 1 the-
cross sections for production of Cl, S and A isotopes fro:n different targets arc
shown. The shape of the mass parabolas are fairly reproduced showing no systematic
deviations. The experimental and calculnlcd cross sections all agree, within a
factor of 2, the agreement being still better for the larger ones. We now discuss
more specifically the MOS*I important cross-sections.

^ . f * *af

(•!._• The proton induced cross-sections of Cl'0 were recently measured
(liaclouti 1971)) in Fc and Ti at ?./i GeV/n as 12 mb and 18 mb respectively, which
values agree almost exactly w i t h the calculated ones (see table 1). Since Ti-H-'e
contribute for 60 7, of all Cl3^, we attribute a wnximua possible error of 20 '/,
for production of Cl.36 from to the remaining parents.
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S 35. The measured cross sections in Se (6.5 ^ 1.6 tnli) and in Co (5.0

* 1.2 inb) "at 10/5 GcV/n (Lap.ardo 157?.) also confirm thc*~calculatcd values of
*8.8 inb ami 3.7 tnb rci-pcctivc-ly. A 30 % error on S^S production vould therefore.
be a very conservative estimate.
* «j*» é

jCl_. Al though no experimental cross sections, arc available the
.reasonable fit for Cljt5 and Cl3f> vould indicate that Cl3' is not drastically
raises tinnicd. A further support comes from the pood agreement between the
measured and calculated cross sections of SJ' and A3 . Ve arc thus confident
that the error on Cl-*' production would lie within 50 ?..

Cl^-*. For this isotope we have l i t t le experimental information. How-
ever -owing to the good fit of S"*-*, ve guess that the error on the Cl3-* cross
section would not be larger than a factor of 2.
The contr ibut ions of S^ and A-^ are minute so that the corresponding error on
the overall Cl production'is negligible.

Assuming tlic error.s on the cross sections arc not systematic, ve get :

Cl/Fc » 0.096 * * for Cl30 survival

Cl/Fc « 0.06/1 * o'o26 f0r Cl36 dccay

H the roore stringent assumption that all the. errors may be systematic is taadc,
ve get : . . • .

* 0,048 - ,,
Cl/re «0.096 . A A, v f or Cl survival

o. f or C

An additional error of /^. 10 7. arises from the uncertainty on the escape length.

/>. ' Conclusion. The Cl^/Fe. ratio at Karth was calculated as 0.030 to an
accuracy estimated to less than 20 '/,. Thus the Cl^" abundance alone could •
account for almost all the observed Cl. Since.the production of Cl-" and
arc at. least of the same order of magnitude, the survival oft all Cl-^' seems
ruled out. Furthermore, o.ven under the extrcwc assumption that the errors on .
fragmentation cross sections are systematically raises tinatcd, there is still
little roora for the survival of even a significant fraction of Cl-^.

Consequently a lower limit to the age of Cosraic Rays may be set as :
"" CR^" ^~~ 36 or "*^CK^ ?~!2xïO' years-vhere the Lorontz factor has been

taken into account. • *
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